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Neural networks are at the forefront of machine learning
being responsible for achieve- ments such as AlphaGo. As
they are being deployed in more and more environments
- even in safety-critical ones such as health care - we are
naturally interested in assu- ring their reliability. However,
the discovery of so-called adversarial attacks for supervi-
sed neural networks demonstrated that tiny distortions in the
input space can lead to misclassifications and thus, to po-
tentially catas- trophic errors: Patients could be dia- gnosed
wrongly, or a car might confuse stop signs and traffic lights.
Thus, ideally, we would like to guarantee that these types of
attacks cannot occur. In this thesis we extend the research
on reliable neural networks to the realm of unsuper- vised
learning. This includes defining proper notions of reliabil-
ity, as well as analyzing and adapting unsupervised neural
networks with respect to this notion. Our definitions of
reliability depend on the underlying neural networks and
the problems they are meant to solve. However, in all our
cases, we aim for guarantees on a continuous input space
containing infinitely many points. Therefore we extend the
traditional setting of testing against a finite dataset such
that we require specialized tools to actually check a given
network for reliability. We will demonstrate how we can
leverage neural network veri- fication for these purposes.
Using neural network verification, however, entails a major
challenge: It does not scale up to large networks. To over-
come this limitation, we design a novel training procedure
yielding networks that are both more reliable according to
our definition as well as more amenable for neural network
verification. By exploiting the piecewise affine structure
of our networks, we can locally simplify them and thus
decrease verification runtime significantly. We also take a
perspective that complements a neural network’s training
by exploring how we can repair non-reliable neural network
ensembles. Making use of this particular model structure,
we circumvent the need to verify large scale neural net-
works and allow for a post-processing step that ensures re-
liability. Our method yields a model which provably cannot
be attacked by adversarial attacks and keeps the original
predictive capability. With this thesis, we paradigmatically
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show the necessity and the complications of unsu- pervised
neural network verification. It aims to pave the way for
more research to come and towards a safe usage of these
simple-to-build yet difficult-to-understand models gi- ven
by unsupervised neural networks.
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